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Pick your own ugly produce, for delivery, with Hungry Harvest 
 
Philadelphia, PA, August 1, 2017– Want extra peaches but no eggplant? Not a problem. Need 
extra avocados for a weekend party but have lettuce for days? We’ve got you covered! Hungry 
Harvest, the startup that delivers rescued produce to your doorstep, now offers customers the 
option to pick their produce!  
 
Hungry Harvest customers can now choose produce quantities and add grocery items to get just 
the right mix in their subscription boxes. Boxes, which start at just $15, are 20-30% less than 
grocery stores and include farm-fresh fruits and vegetables plus special additions like eggs, 
bread, and granola. Each week, customers will now receive a menu of produce and grocery 
choices from which they can select the items and quantities they want.  
 
Evan Lutz, Hungry Harvest’s CEO and co-founder, is thrilled to roll out this new feature. “Pick 
your own has been Hungry Harvest’s most requested feature for years. We are excited to give 
our customers the ability to choose the items they want to eat each week!”  
 
Hungry Harvest is on a mission to end food waste and hunger in the US by rescuing produce that 
farmers and wholesalers can’t otherwise sell. This produce is packed into custom boxes and 
delivered to customers’ homes and offices each week. For every box of impact-driven produce 
delivered, Hungry Harvest donates produce to Philabundance, which provides food to 
approximately 90,000 people in the Philadelphia metro area every week. 
 
New customers can use the code PICKYOUROWN to save $5 on their first purchase. 
 
 
About Hungry Harvest  
Hungry Harvest was founded in 2014 in the basement of a University of Maryland dorm room 
after CEO Evan Lutz learned that in the US, 40% of food goes to waste and 1 in 6 people go 
hungry. The company aims to use one problem to solve the other by rescuing food that would 
otherwise go to waste, delivering it to consumers, and donating produce to fight hunger. 
Already they have rescued over 3 million pounds of produce, donated over 500 thousand 



pounds, and been featured on Shark Tank.  
 

# # # 
If you would like more information about this topic, please contact Cynthia Plotch at 215-804-
9588 or email at cynthia@hungryharvest.net. 
 


